In this paper, three kinds of experimental designs to generate coherent high harmonic wave were mainly discussed in NIJI-VI storage ring, and the feasibility of these methods were analyzed to find the optimal experimental design. Especially when the second undulator magnetic field period keep constant and only its gap was changed for its resonant wavelength equal to third harmonic wavelength of the first undulator, the coherent emitting intensity of optical klystron can be improved under some conditions.
Introduction
In theoretical concept, FEL is an extremely adaptable light source which can produce high power coherent radiation virtually over entire electromagnetic spectrum; but now actually FEL only reaches UV or more better for deep UV'',*I which wavelength is 208 nm, and efforts to shorten the FEL wavelength down to deep UV range mainly by using storage rings, in which high energy beams with good quality can be obtained; in this case, it is quite difficult to achieve more shorter ,even X-ray FEL, because of the decrease of the gain and the lackness high-reflectivity mirrors. Thus coherent harmonic generation(CHG) techniq~e'~.~.'' was proposed and some good results are and other research groups are being ready for CHG investigation, such as NSRL in China. On NIJI-VI storage ring in ETL, CHG experimental investigation program is being camed out"], and attempt to generate coherent emission of wavelength 1 18 nm and 7 1 nm which are third harmonic and the fifth of 355 nm, respectively, thus we take simulation investigation for CHG on NIJI-VI storage ring , expected to direct experimental study.
In this paper, we mainly discussed three kinds of experimental designs to generate the third coherent harmonic wave, and analyzed the feasibility of these methods to find the optimal experimental design, and simulated the phase bunch, density modulation of electron beam and their revolution.
Calculation Method
When the pulse of pumping laser and the electron beam pass into the first undulator synchronously, the optical field of pumping laser will modulate the energy of electron beam. After bunched by dispersive section, the electron beam will eenerate coherent harmonic wave is generally made with above simplification^'^^ . In practical operation, energy modulation, beam bunched and radiation, the three proceed can not be distinguished, and these proceeds can also produce only in one ~ndulator'~], not necessary for distinguishable optical klystron. So we must take numerical simulations of coherent harmonic generation.
Because the emittance of the beam in NIJI-VI storage ring is very small, the emittance will not be taken into account in follow simulation. And the simulation can be simplified by three assumptions:
The simulation can be simplified by three assumptions:
-It assumes also that optical wave of the pumping laser is plane-wave.
-Space charge effects may be ignored since the electron beam operates in the extreme-relativistic regime.
-Electron trajectories are not affected by the emitted radiation fields since the electron beam loses only a small fraction of its energy via undulator coherent harmonic emission.
The statistical averaging procedure is used in simulation. And the electron beam with Gauss distribution is divided into many equal segments which range is one wavelength of pumping laser , then each segment is placed on nelectrons with uniform distribution and the distribution of initial phase is -n 1 2 I vi,, 5 n 1 2 .This procedure ensures that unintended pre-bunching effects do not show up in the simulation results.
The calculation is based on the analytical expression of the trajectory of the electron in a sinusoidal magnetic field,
given by the first Lorentz equation:
We did not take into account the possible imperfections of the magnetic field B. We neglect also the effects of the electric field of pumping laser on this motion. Then
From this point, the energy of each electron is calculated all along the undulator, taking into account the external electric field , namely the second Lorentz --where fi is the direction of observation, and 1 3 is the emitted optical frequency, <I >, , is the initial phase of electron radiation; so emitted power per electron was calculated.
At first, we compute the first undulator of OK(rnodu1ator). Then, the optical phase at the entrance of the second undulator (radiator) is newly computed for each particle taking into account its energy and the characteristics of dispersive section, we ensure the phase of entering dispersive section is Y!, so the optical phase y 2 at the entrance of radiator'*' :
where Ld ,6, and Ax are the length of dispersive section , incident angle of electron , and transverse position of electron , respectively . A passage into the radiator, with the new initial parameters for each particle, completes the calculation.
Energy Modulation, Beam Bunched and Radiation Spectra
The electron beam energy, which are modulated in different external laser fields, was calculated on entrance of the dispersive section.
The calculation results show that the bigger is the energy modulation the bigger is the power of the external laser. On the exit of the dispersive section, the electron density distributions after bunched are shown in Figl. In the Fig.1 (c) , the electron beam was bunched effectively, which energy modulation transferred into density modulation, and will generate coherent harmonic radiation, calculation results were shown in Fig.2 
Optimization of OK parameters and external laser field
The wavelength of pumping laser is equal to the resonance wavelength of the optical klystron spontaneous emission, which was called as fundamental wave pumping, with this pumping method, according to the parameters of pumping Laser and optical klystron, the intensity of coherent third harmonic radiation were calculated when the external laser field vanes, and simulation results are shown in Fig.3(solid circle) . In same time, the radiation intensity calculated also when the dispersive section Nd varies, shown in Fig.4(solid circle) . A relativistic electron in an undulator has a transverse velocity component given by formula (1) . Because energy is constant in the undulator, there is a longitudinal velocity oscillation at twice the transverse oscillation frequency. This produces "figure eight" motion when the electron orbit is viewed from a frame moving at the average forward velocity Viewed in the laboratory frame, there is a phase modulation of the emitted fundamental radiation, yielding the odd harmonic in the spectrum. This phase modulation also makes possible for harmonic pumping of OK. The harmonic pumping method can also acquire coherent high harmonic radiation. To acquire the coherent third harmonic radiation of pumping wave which wavelength is 355 nm in NIJI-VI, the parameters of electron beam and OK will be changed, such as : K=2.0, and the electron energy must be damped to E=163.26MeV. In this case, the intensity of coherent harmonic emission of optical klystron were calculated when both the external laser field and Nd vary, the numerical simulation results are showed in Fig.3 (solid line) and Fig.4 (solid line) .
We take numeric simulation for the CHG of the non-symmetrical optical klystron configuration. In realty, only the magnet pole gap of the OK in NIJI-VI can be adjusted, namely the deflection parameter K can be adjusted, thus we make the second undulator resonant with the third harmonic of the fist undulator, and the numerical simulation results are shown in Fig.3 Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we found that the coherent emission intensity which the non-symmetrical optical klystron configuration emitted is little bigger than the intensity emitted by symmetrical optical klystron under the fundamental pumping, but when the coherent emission intensity become maximum it need the bigger power of pumping laser. When the parameter Nd of the dispersive section vary and E , keep constant which is equal to 3.26X108 V/m, we find that more smaller Nd is beneficial to improve the coherent emission intensity from Fig.3 and Fig.4 , thus Nd is better choice for (0 < Nd < 20).
Conclusion
From above analysis, the method of fundamental pumping is best choice for generating the coherent third harmonic emission to the CHG experiment in NIJI-VI , specifically if the optical klystron configuration is non-symmetrical , the coherent third harmonic emission can be improved distinctly. So, in the future CHG experiment the non-symmetrical optical klystron should be employed.
